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The beginning: meet the forest



The beginning: meet the forest

You have about 250 employees in your 
company that need to perform some regular 

routine at certain days of the month.

 


You wanna make sure they don’t miss to do 
it, what do you do?



The beginning: meet the forest



no-email: knocking on the trunk



80%+
but few are looking down



80%+
but few are looking down

You communicated to your peers that the 
best and more effective way to communicate 
for a particular project is using a certain tool.


You tell everyone what it is and how to use it 
but nobody follows up after the second week 

what do you do?



80%+
but few are looking down



The smartphone

and light is everywhere
apps as well



Attention, Time, Ideas, Availability, 
Participation, Execution, Productivity, 
Engagement, Connections, Support, 

Creativity, Empathy, Love

Scarcity of

We’re sitting under the tree of our thinking minds, 
wondering why we’re not getting any sunshine. 

Ram Dass



Does it still makes sense 
to grow in all directions?

What happens to the tree that overloads 
all the others?  
What happens to the tree that doesn’t 
grow, can it survive? 
What is the ultimate sense of all of this?



Presence
What matters is the forest itself.

This cover has been designed 
using resources from Flaticon.com



Meet and know you are meeting 
Send and know you are sending

Mindfulness



Mindfulness No-Email



Mindfulness No-Email

Both Require: 

 Awareness 
 Empathy 
 Time 
 Courage 
 Clarity 
 Willingness to improve ourselves and the 

others 
No harm approach



Time for the surprise



IO Tomorrow

• Technology to solve 
overload problems (AI 
and software solutions) 

• “Slowed down” 
companies will thrive VS 
regular multi meeting 
tasking companies 

• Less distinction Work VS 
Life 

The unsustainable forest 
for our minds



Train your 
attention

Slow 
down

Do only what 
matters

What’s the cure?



Thanks
No go out there and don’t overload.


